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AL AIN CITY TOUR
SCIENCE EXPLORATION DAY
ASSEMBLIES
DISCOVERY FOREST
JUNIOR KG CLASS ACTIVITIES
SENIOR KG CLASS ACTIVITIES
OPEN HOUSE ; CHILDRENS DAY OUT
FLAG DAY; 51ST UAE DAY
JAHILI FORT VISIT ; LAST FUN DAY AT SCHOOL
AWARDS ; EXCEL STARS

EISEISEIS   

Kindergarten students are given many opportunities to learn about adventuring to newKindergarten students are given many opportunities to learn about adventuring to new
places. During their journey, they note down the places they toured. Along the way,places. During their journey, they note down the places they toured. Along the way,
they would conduct science explorations, recite entertaining, educational rhymes andthey would conduct science explorations, recite entertaining, educational rhymes and
songs with their teachers—all related to travel and transportation.songs with their teachers—all related to travel and transportation.  

EIS Kindergartners enjoyed aEIS Kindergartners enjoyed a
fun-filled educational tripfun-filled educational trip

learning about traffic signs,learning about traffic signs,
modes of transport,modes of transport,

neighbourhood and historicalneighbourhood and historical
places with reflection sheets.places with reflection sheets.
What a joyful educational visit!What a joyful educational visit!

EXCEL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
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SCIENCE EXPLORATION DAY
Science exploration helps children to develop more than an understanding of science. It enhances the development of
language, literacy, and critical thinking skills that lead to the ability to reason logically and problem-solve creatively.

Rainbow Skittle- Skittles are made with colourful dyes and
sugar. The warm water dissolves this dye and sugar and
they move towards a place where there is less dye and
sugar, in this case, the middle of the plate! We call this
process diffusion.

Chromatography is a technique used to separate mixtures.
The mixture is passed through another substance, in this
case filter paper. The different colour ink particles travel
at different speeds through the filter paper allowing us to
see the constituent colours of the pen ink.

Bubble Making- Bubbles are bits
of gas or air trapped inside a
liquid ball. This is made up of
two thin films of soap, with
water in between. Bubbles
always hold gas or liquid inside
them, with the least possible
surface area for any given
volume, which is a sphere. 

Lava lamp- The oil floats on
top of the water because it is
less dense or lighter than
water. The food coloring has
the same density as the water
so it sink through the oil and
mixes with the water. When
you add the tablet it sinks to
the bottom then starts to
dissolve. As it dissolves it
makes gas, carbon dioxide.
Gas or air, is lighter than
water so it floats to the top.
The air bubbles bring some
colored water with them to
the top. When the air comes
out of the colored water
blob, the water gets heavy
again and sinks. It does this
over and over again until the
tablet is completely dissolved.

Leen exploring 'blowing bubbles'! Yosuf discovering onion peels in

the microscope! 

Sanar and Aydin waiting to see if

the balloon inflates with adding

baking soda or without adding it.

KG1 students enjoyed 'rainbow

skittle' activity!

Eunice is astonished to see the 
 'lava' oozing out!

'Chromatography' colourful
butterfly by Aya!

Amazing 'Pencil Ziplock'
experiment by Ms. Kim and

Saraswati Rai! 

Wow! What an astounding shades
of green!
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ASSEMBLIES
Let's try dancing
Twirl me 'round

 

Our feet are tapping on the ground

Swing me this way
That way too
I love dancing

next to you
 

Show me an L. Show me an O. 
Show me a V. And finish with an E

 L.O.V.E. I love you
and you love me

L.O.V.E. that's the
way it's meant to

be
 

Kindness is not what you do, but who you are.

Kindness is seeing the best in others when they cannot see it in themselves.

Kindness is something anyone can give without losing anything themselves.

Mystery Box - Show
and Tell Assembly was
a wonderful initiative,
followed by Kindness,

Love and Care
assemblies focusing on
targeted values. Bravo 

kids for amazing 
performances!!

School assemblies provide the opportunity for kids to develop their confidence by speaking up
and sharing their ideas.

Melman's class performed on stage about
'Kindness'. Leo's class performed on stage about '' Love'.

Left: Aya Amin Bakri's show and tell about
spider. Right: Muna Rashed Alhassani led the
opening prayer.

Laith Murad's show and tell with Ms. Agnes.
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DISCOVERY FOREST 

Little paleontologists at work! Look what
they excavated - fossils of a brachiosaurus!

Number sense sorting

Rainbow umbrellas in little hands -
singing in the rain!

Flipping intently through pages -  Is it
fiction or non fiction!?

Crumpling dried leaves and creating art -
fun and creativity simultaneously!

Kids love an "Under the Sea" theme
dramatic play!

'Under the Sea' themed play is filled with fun,
hands-on activities,  creative, and educational play.

Digraph hunt: Finding and sorting ai, ck,
sh words 

Displayed imagination and creativity
to make expressive artwork.

They pulled and they pulled, but they couldn't
pull it up. Role play for the enormous turnip.

Luthando is doing
number value. 

This is how we come across 'after numbers'! 

Eyad and Eshaal
are tracing the

letter "g" in sand.

Math  can be a fun, interactive activity!
 

Discovery- based learning has a number of
benefits which help develop students. It
encourages active engagement from
students, promotes motivation, promotes
autonomy, responsibility, independence,
develops creativity and problem-solving
skills and provides a tailored learning
experience for that student.

Exploring under the sea
creatures

Karen's 'blowing the
ball' activity shows how
to heighten our sense
organ  and improve
concentration skills.
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JUNIOR KG CLASS ACTIVITIES

With fruits...fruit kebabNumber and number value

E says E-e-e for 
 elephant

C says C-c-c 
cat!

R says R-r-r rocket

Letter K for  koala

To enhance motor skills and alphabet recognition these fun
letter crafts are easy-t0-make with colored paper, scissors,
and glue! These alphabet crafts are a playful way to introduce
the way letters look and the sounds they make while having fun.

They are very capable little
mathematicians. They have all the

tools to learn and grasp math
concepts.
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SENIOR KG CLASS ACTIVITIES

Keeping their work
activities in their

portfolios. 

Reading A-Z app to
earn more stars! 

3D shape - sphere
Aya measures the

girth of a pole with
excitement!

Today a reader,
tomorrow a leader

A tale of a whale by
Rebecca

Task completed -
smiles galore!

Paleontologists
excavated

dinosaur fossils! 

Open a book and open your mind.

Nadine's 'show and
tell' about an octopus

Ms. Komal's creative
approach to the

digraph 'sh'

  Reading the
cvc words... 

and digraphs Sinar and Yamin are
creating dotted

patterns using clay.

Mohammed is speaking about
sea creatures.

Eunice and Baraa
labelled a fish.

Roaa is splashing
water on the digraphs.

Show and tell sea creatures by  Leen and Nishka

 We can  estimate
how many stones are
there  altogether! 

Peer Assessment

Initial sound in
making CVC words. Children put up a

shoe shop to learn.

Let's pretend diving
under the sea! 



Ms. Kim with Joy Lilian Joan, mother, and
grandma 

CHILDREN'S DAY OUT

KG2C

KG2AKG1A

Eyad & Jose

KG1B

Kayros

Devanshi

KG1B

KG2A

Omar & Nur

KG2A

Mohamad &
Ms. Komal

KG2A

Gabriella & Samuel

KG1A

KG1A

Omar, Abdullah, Aser, & Laith

Leen

Benjamin

Jose

KG1B

Contagious SMILES!
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OPEN   H OUSE

Lamees Shakir Abdeldaim of KG2 and her dad Kyros Kamal Barsom of KG2B and his mom

Nadine Hassan Ibrahim of KG2C and her mom Ms. Nilanthi and Nishka's dad of KG2A

Ms. Vinodini and Magizhan Elakkiya Venkatesh of
KG1A and his parents

Open house gives teachers a
chance to gain parents'

support, create a personal
connection with them, and

establish ways for continued
communication throughout

the school year.

Unicorn's class lying in
circle for a nice pic!

Grizzly bears
groupie! 

Ms. Agnes with the
kids riding the

spinning carousel.

Egg relay race by
KG2C and Ms. Agnes

Fun time in
Melman's class

Children's Day is simply meant for PLAYING!

KG1A students are happily
playing 'Boom, Clap, and

Snatch' fun game!

Omaar and Nur

Omaar, Abdullah, Aser, Laith, and Ayan

Eyad and  Jose

Kindergarteners sitting with the higher
graders

Ms. Sobiya and her KG2B students

Snack time with Dino's class!

Feel the nature with Melman's
class!

Mohammed blew the
bubbles with Ms. Komal Time spent playing with children is never wasted... 

KG1B selfie!

Benjamin, Umar, Jose, and Samuel
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UAE FLAG DAY 51ST UAE DAY
EMBRACING DIFFERENCES

Our Kindergartners performed the Emirati dance with poise!

 This year's celebrations were held under the theme of “patriotism and unity” in line with the general theme of National Day
celebrations across the nation.

Pavilions from different countries with the participation of
our dear parents from different grade levels.

Exciting games, wonderful freebies, and amazing prizes!

Left our principal Ms. Agnes with her opening remarks. Right below our KG2 class
teacher, Ms. Bernice Mukesh commencing the event, "Embracing Differences" with
a song, " We are Unity' along with Ms. Shamida and Mr. Jerome Pueblos.

The purpose of the ceremony is to honor the flag. It is a way of
showing love and respect for one's country.

Dress in the colors of the flag and learn to sing the National Anthem of UAE.

All four of which stand for Arabian unity. Green refers to goodness and agriculture,
abundant throughout the country. 

White refers to peace. Black refers to courage and power. Red refers to power
and sovereignty.
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LAST DAY FUN AT SCHOOL
Kindergartners were thrilled and super excited for 'Children's Day Out'. It was a great time to catch

up with the whole school playing fun games and relaxing activities with music and mouth-watering
food to build memories and enjoy the presence of others. Superb Day Out!

Welcome activity 'Colouring sheets' by the
host!

Host guiding students about the history and
structure of the fort.

Host showing bottle pack have 'Al Jahili fort'
picture on it.

Material used to build the fort and feeling the
texture.

Talking about the UAE currency having Jahli
Fort's picture. (Aed 50)

Nur, Jose and Saraswati engrossed in Colouring.

This is how we coloured our sheets!Students engaged watching informative story
videos.

 Children enjoying the architecture inside the
fort.

 Jahili Fort is a symbol of power and as a royal summer residence. The fort is regarded as a monument of heritage, history and civilization. 

Senior KG's warming up exercise with enthusiasm!Junior KG students  dancing 'Hokey Pokey' with groove!

Students enjoyed watching 'Encanto' - a kid-friendly musical and creative movie that captured the hearts of kindergartners through its catchy songs, detail-oriented visuals, and captivating story. 

Ms. Kim  and KG juniors having their sumptuous snacks outdoor!



Roaa Mohammed KG2BRoaa Mohammed KG2B      Aryam Abusell KG2AAryam Abusell KG2A    

Excellent
achievement in the     

Mental Math Test
(Term 1)

 

Aryam Fawzi  AbuselL- KG2A
Omar Alaa - KG2A

Laith Murad - KG2A
Aser Ashraf - KG2A

Nishka Sangtani - KG2A
Ayan Sajin- KG2A

Leen Esmat - KG2A
 Roaa Mohammad - KG2B

Andrea Francesca De Leon - KG2B
 Sadiq Mohammed - KG2B
Rebecca Ann Roy - KG2C
Aya Amin Bakri - KG2C 
Nadine Hassan - KG2C 

Yosuf Amjed - KG2C 
Ayham Morshed - KG2C 
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AWARDS

EXCEL STARS  

Voracious readers in 
(Nahla wa Nahil)

Arabic Reading
Program

 Sensational
"Super Spellers" 

 

Securing Maximum
Number of Stars in the 
Reading A - Z Program 

 

Maria Saeed Fattah - KG1A
Karen Michael Ayad - KG1A
Eyad Mohamed Attia - KG1A

Umar Zeeshan - KG1B
Jose Nicholas Gonzaga - KG1B
Besan Hamada Ezzat - KG1B

Laith Murad - KG2A
Aser Ashraf,- KG2A

Roween Elfahel - KG2A
Andrea Francesca De Leon - KG2B

Mohammed Osama - KG2B 
Eunice Marie M. Mangoma -  KG2B 

Aya Amin Bakri - KG2C
Rebecca Ann Roy - KG2C

Mohammed Emadul  - KG2C
 
 
 

Nishka Sangtani - KG2A
Aser Ashraf- KG2A

Aryam Fawzi Abusell - KG2A
Leen Esmat- KG2A
Omar Alaa - KG2A

Eunice Marie M. Mangoma Kg2B
Andrea Francesca De Leon- KG2B

Roaa Mohammed- KG2B
Sadiq Mohammed- KG2B

Rebecca Ann Roy Kg2C
Yosuf Amjed - KG2C

Aya Amin Bakri - KG2C
 

Eyad Mohamed Attia - KG1A
Maria Saeed - KG1A
Mahra Saif - KG1B

Jose Nicholas Gonzaga- KG1B
Samuel Frederick Denina - KG1B

Omer Alla - KG2A
Leen Esmat- KG2A

Aryam Fawzi  Absell- KG2A
Sanar Ayman - KG2B

Andrea Francesca De Leon - KG2B
 Roaa Mohammed - KG2B

Aydin Ibrahim  - KG2B
Yamin Abdelkarim  - KG2B

Mohammed Osama  - KG2B
Yosuf Amjed - KG2C

Aya Amin Bakri - KG2C
Yassin Khafagy - KG2C

Luthando Nduna KG1ALuthando Nduna KG1A  Devanshi Rajesh KG1BDevanshi Rajesh KG1B  

Aya Amin Bakri KG2CAya Amin Bakri KG2C  

Classroom awards make them feel special!

"Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul.
Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal."

“Keep your eyes on the stars, and your feet on the ground.” 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/283445370274646275/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/283445370274646275/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/283445370274646275/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/283445370274646275/

